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n 2015, Amazon made retail industry headlines when Cowen and

Company forecast that the company would dethrone Macy's, the

No. 1 clothing retailer, by 2017. 

Fast forward a few years, and by many measures that did come to

pass. According to Morgan Stanley, Amazon had a 7.9% share of US

apparel sales in 2017, compared with 4.1% for Macy's. But Amazon

wasn't in the top slot. That spot belonged to Walmart, with an 8.6%

share. The financial firm expects that to change this year. Prime

members are twice as likely to buy clothing on Amazon than

nonmembers in 2018, up from 1.5 times a year earlier, per Morgan

Stanley. And the number of Prime members is still growing. 

Amazon also ranked second among retailers where US internet users

most purchased clothing in 2017 (37.4%), according to a January 2018

Coresight Research survey, taking share from Target. Walmart was the

most popular (41.8%).

We forecast that sales of apparel and accessories on Amazon will total

$39.88 billion in 2018, making up 15.4% of Amazon's ecommerce

https://retail-article-cms.emarketer.com/app/build/www.cowen.com
https://www.morganstanley.com/
https://retail-index.emarketer.com/company/5374f24b4d4afd2bb44465a8/amazoncom
https://retail-index.emarketer.com/company/5374f24c4d4afd2bb44465c7/macys
https://retail-index.emarketer.com/company/5374f24d4d4afd2bb4446614/walmart-wal-mart-stores-inc
https://retail.emarketer.com/article/state-of-us-apparel-shopping-five-charts/5ae2106bebd4000b78fe1517
https://retail.emarketer.com/article/apparel-sector-struggles-ecommerce-gains/5a906781ebd4000744ae4138
https://www.fungglobalretailtech.com/
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sales and 38.5% of total retail ecommerce sales in the US. Sales growth

for the category will hit 38.2% this year.

 

Amazon has struggled to be taken seriously as a fashion destination

despite its efforts over the years, including hiring a Vogue editor,

setting up a photo studio in Brooklyn's Williamsburg neighborhood

and sponsoring Men's Fashion Week in New York. Many luxury brands,

which have been slow to embrace ecommerce in general, are also

reluctant to list their products on Amazon.

And there's a difference between fashion and clothing. For now,

Amazon is succeeding with basics. The top reasons cited by US apparel

buyers for shopping on Amazon, according to Coresight Research,

were that the site was easy to browse (65.4%) and had cheap delivery

(62.2%). Just 11.5% of respondents said it was because of up-to-date

styles. Amazon's biggest sellers have been items like athletic gear, T-

shirts and underwear by brands like Nike and Hanes. Amazon has also

been successful in growing its clothing sales through the aggressive

introduction of its own private labels, 86% of which were in the

apparel, shoes and jewelry category, according to Gartner L2 research

from March 2018. 

https://retail.emarketer.com/article/amazon-doesnt-dominate-private-label-sales-yet/5b158a46ebd40003b84919ed
https://www.l2inc.com/
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Like groceries, apparel and shoes are a product category many

consumers like to shop for in person. Physical stores were the location

where US internet users were most likely to complete a clothing

purchase (32%), according to Cowen and Company. Amazon ranked

second, cited by 28% of respondents. This preference flipped, though,

for those younger than 35. 

Free returns have become a necessary cost of doing business, and

online shoppers often buy multiple sizes and return those that don't fit.

Amazon has tried to make digital apparel shopping more fool-proof by

investing in better photography, new products like Prime Wardrobe and

Echo Look, as well as a rumored on-demand service based on

customers' measurements. 

Whether Amazon can become the top US apparel retailer overall in

2018 is up for debate. Though there is no question that the

combination of better shopping tools, shifting channel preferences of

millennials and Gen Z and a still-growing number of Prime members

are all contributing factors to Amazon's dominance in the digital

apparel sector. 

More on Amazon from eMarketer

This article is part of a broad package of reports, articles and podcasts

tied to eMarketer's new estimates and forecasts for Amazon, including

sales by segment and product category, Prime membership and more.

Complete forecast data is available only to PRO subscribers. Other

recent coverage includes:

Article: Amazon Moves the Needle with Marketplace Sales

Report: Amazon Prime Day 2018 (full report available to eMarketer PRO

subscribers)

Podcast: What Amazon Prime Day Means For Amazon

https://retail.emarketer.com/article/groceries-amazons-fastest-growing-category/5b524862ebd4000b241409a9
https://retail.emarketer.com/article/amazons-prime-wardrobe-appears-address-one-key-complaint-of-digital-shoppers/594aeb6aebd4000b2ceae077
https://retail.emarketer.com/article/what-amazons-echo-look-means-visual-commerce/5b1ad3ccebd40003b84919f8
https://pro.emarketer.com/forecasts
https://retail.emarketer.com/article/amazon-moves-needle-with-marketplace-sales/5b4f6f2eebd4000b2414099d
https://soundcloud.com/behind-the-numbers/what-amazon-prime-day-means-for-amazon

